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Consider Greenberg’s universal claim regarding the relationship between derivation and 
inflection: 
 

Universal 28. If both the derivation and inflection follow the root, or both precede the root, 
the derivation is always between the root and the inflection. (Greenberg 1963: 93) 
 

Your task is to find an example of a word in some language which is marked with at least one 
explicit derivational morpheme and at least one explicit inflectional morpheme, but derivation is 
not linearly ordered between the root and the inflection. Any kind of reason you can find for why 
this linear-order relationship doesn’t hold is fine; regardless of this reason, do consider whether 
your language is a counterexample to Universal 28 or not. 

 
Reference source: Any source is fair game here (you might browse through grammars or 

descriptively-oriented journals, or elicit data from speakers of other interesting languages), 
with two exceptions: 
• Your own intuitions are off limits; find an example in a language you don’t speak 

yourself.  
• This project is much less interesting if you simply look for a source whose purpose is to 

discuss the relationship between derivational and inflectional morphology: no discussions 
of Greenberg’s 28th universal, no theoretical papers on morphological ordering. Please 
find something resembling basic language data. 

The goal here is to start from your understanding of what derivational and inflectional 
morphology are, find examples of these kinds of phenomena interacting, and look for an 
interestingly atypical case. 

 
Writing up your paper: Make sure to include the following: 

• The language you’re working with (identify it by name and geographic region). 
• Your target word, with relevant inflectional and derivational morphemes identified and 

very briefly described (in terms of both form and meaning). 
• A clear, concise explanation of why this word does not demonstrate the typical root-

derivation-inflection (or I-D-R) linear order. 
• Discussion of whether or not this contradicts Universal 28. 

 
As always: 

• About 1 page, single-spaced (including examples and bibliographic details). 
• Present sufficient examples to support your descriptive claims; make sure these are 

properly formatted (see ‘Presenting linguistic data’). 
• Make sure to give full bibliographic information for any source you cite. 
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